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ABOUT THE GOVERNOR
 

Josh Green, M.D.

Governor Josh Green is a proud husband, father, and physician. For the past 20 years, Governor Green cared for Big Island families as a doctor. He served in the State House of Representatives and the State Senate from 2004 to 2018. As chair of the Senate Health and Human Services Committee, he passed “Luke’s Law,” which provides care for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder, as well as tobacco and e-cigarette regulations, which increased the legal age for purchasing tobacco and e-cigarettes to 21. Passionate about housing solutions, Governor Green helped create “Kauhale” communities to get unsheltered veterans, kūpuna, and others into safe housing options. These efforts are ongoing and will continue to be one of his top priorities as Governor.  Governor Green expanded the role of Lieutenant Governor by spearheading the largest healthcare response in state history during the COVID pandemic. These critical emergency efforts resulted in Hawaiʻi having the nation’s lowest COVID-19 fatality rate. 
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10/19/23 Maui Wildfire Update. Temporary Assistan
 [image: 10/19/23 Maui Wildfire Update.  Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) applications will open on Friday, October 20th, for information on how to apply visit: https://www.meoinc.org/]







This is neighbors helping neighbors, as we allow o


 [image: This is neighbors helping neighbors, as we allow our communities to heal and find comfort in familiar faces providing assistance to those displaced by the Maui wildfires.   Thank you to the over 100 local Maui residents who have started working for the American Red Cross.]







Today marks the beginning of the Red Hill defuelin
 [image: Today marks the beginning of the Red Hill defueling operation, a pivotal step in safeguarding our water source. Water is life, and our commitment to transparency and open communication stands strong.]







Mental health has always been a concern for us, an


 [image: Mental health has always been a concern for us, and has undoubtedly grown over the years as we’ve endured the COVID-19 pandemic and the Maui wildfires together as a community.  Yesterday, we came together with a shared purpose – to raise awareness, break the stigma surrounding mental health, and support one another.   NAMI Hawai‘i continues their incredible work in our community by providing invaluable resources. Their services have been a lifeline for many of our friends, neighbors, and families.  Mental health affects us all, so let's look after one another. Together, we can make a positive impact on the lives that need this kind of care most.]
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Today, AES Hawaiʻi celebrated the launch of its West O‘ahu solar-plus-storage project in Kapolei – the company’s first facility to combine solar generation and battery energy storage on O‘ahu.[image: ][image: ]Located on 66 acres of University of Hawai‘i land, the West O‘ahu solar-plus-storage facility is generating 12.5 MW of clean energy for O‘ahu’s power grid, supported by a 50 MWh battery energy storage system. The energy produced will reduce O‘ahu’s use of fossil fuels by 750,000 barrels of oil and the associated pollution and greenhouse gases emitted over the project’s lifetime.[image: ] [image: ]This project is one of many we welcome, as we make progress toward the Hawaiʻi Clean Energy Initiative, launched in 2008. We will continue the good work that is underway to make our islands petroleum-independent by the year 2045. 
... See MoreSee Less
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4.8.24 Maui Wildfires 8 Month Update 
... See MoreSee Less
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Kawānanakoa Middle School teacher Jade Pham became the latest recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator Award. Regarded as the “Oscar Award of Teaching,” the award recognizes exceptional teachers and comes with an unrestricted $25,000 cash prize. 🥳👏[image: ]go.hidoe.us/2024-Milken-Pham[image: ] [image: ]#HIPublicSchoolsProud  
... See MoreSee Less
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Congratulations to Kawānanakoa Middle School educator Jade Pham who is the latest recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator Award, which recognizes exceptional teachers. [image: ] [image: ]To be a teacher, you have to love what you do. That can be said of most professions, but in teaching, it really does come from a place of selflessly caring for our keiki. Clearly, Jade has excelled at compassionately elevating learning at Prince David Kawānanakoa Middle School.[image: ] [image: ]So, congratulations again, Jade! You’re an absolutely incredible educator and I’m excited to see what you will accomplish in the future. Mahalo for your dedication and commitment to Hawai‘i’s school-aged youth. The State of Hawaiʻi will always need talented and dedicated educators like you. And we hope to continue to make you feel deeply valued for your contributions to fabric of our community through events like today. 
... See MoreSee Less
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Governor Josh Green

 Follow



Father, husband, Governor of Hawai`i, Steelers enthusiast. Let's move Hawai`i forward together. 
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Governor Josh Green
@govjoshgreenmd
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This is a day for all of the world, but especially Hawaiʻi, to solemnly honor the sacrifices of so many service members and civilians who lost their lives during the December 7, 1941 attack that changed the course of world history. 
4 
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Hawaii EMA
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A 7.3 magnitude earthquake occurred at 2:57 am HST near the Vanuatu islands. There is NO tsunami threat to Hawaiʻi. 
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